Ladies and Gentleman,
BioCrypt Technologies announces the opening of our B-3 Initiative (BioCrypt Bioband Beta). This B-3
initiative is the first phase in BioCrypt’s industry changing products. We are preparing to launch our first
product, the BioCrypt Mobile Cold Storage Wallet. The company is devoted to building tangible products
and distributing BioCrypt technologies to the world marketplace. BioCrypt is in a position to bring
blockchain technology and cryptocurrency to the forefront of Fortune 500 companies.
Our first product is focused on enhancing the safety and security of coins and tokens of the crypto
community. This maverick product serves to solidify BioCrypt Technologies as a fierce competitor and
mainstay in the evolution of blockchain technology. We will continue to expand our reach to other
venues, applying the latest innovations in blockchain technology used within our platform.
We are proud to open an exclusive pre-sale of the beta version of our BioBands to be used with our
Mobile Cold Storage App. To participate, be in the first group to sign up at the link at the end of this
announcement. Registration is required to gather demographic and technical information to continue to
develop our products.
If you qualify for the Founder’s Edition BioBand, you will be given a 50% discount for a price of $75
(regular price $150). The Founder’s Edition BETA currently only stores Ethereum and ERC20 tokens while
we continue to develop further. An additional benefit of the Founder’s Edition BioBand is new features
and updates will be rolled out to the holders of these BioBands first.
For normal users using the BioBand and mobile app, there are no fees to receive coins or tokens.
However, to send, there will be a minimal transaction fee (percentage of transaction) for users not using
a Founders Edition BioBand. For the transaction fee you can choose to pay it in BIO (Lower rate) or the
native token you are sending (Higher but still minimal rate).
To qualify for the pre-sale, users must be active member of the BioCrypt community. You will essentially
be an ambassador for the project. Users will have first view, first use, and first access to everything
current and future!
Welcome to the BioCrypt Family!
Sign up here: https://forms.gle/Qe7rMH12ds27FuW17
Be sure to join us on Telegram at https://t.me/BioCryptTech

